
Product Specifications
NAME: DALI Touch Multi-function control Panel
MODEL: DALIMODULE-MC

Summarization
DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface) is an international standard, popular lighting control

protocol, with digital addressing dimming, stable, various dimming ways, easy to install, compatible with
many big factories such characteristic.

DALI Touch Multi-function Panel adopt advanced computer control chip, can do on/off, dimming, 16
scene change operation of dimmer on bus, it is convenience for customer to control all equipments on bus,
it is a role of master switch.

Technical parameters
 Supply voltage: DALI bus signal
 Working temperature: 0-50℃
 Storage temperature: -25-55℃
 Input signal: 4 channel physics switch signal
 Output signal: standard IEC60929 DALI signal
 Quiescent input current: < 6MA
 External dimension: L86 * W86 * H36mm
 Gross weight: 61.4g
 Net weight: 32.6
 External Dimension:



Interface Specifications:

Function description
•Through the changes of 4 buttons input, can switch DALI mode. Switch mode have: dimming add,
dimming minus, on, off, scene 1-16 switching.

•This panel operate address is broadcast address.
•Through the set mode(short press and long press) operation to distinguish different input, activate all
kinds of functions.

Operate method

short press (less than 500ms), broadcast on/off operate.

short press, switch from scene value 1-16.

long press (more than 500ms), dimming add.

long press, dimming minus.
Typical Application

DALI Touch Multi-function Panel can connect on DALI bus directly, and take power from bus directly,
input current (5-7MA), so the most important point is that the power must be able to support all of the
panels on the bus.
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